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CAD practical – programming part 6: 

Convex hulls 

The zip file “CAD_TP6_Code.zip” available on the web page: http://www.cgeo.ulg.ac.be/CADCG, 

contains the code needed for generating two executables. The two programs “ch_slow” and “ch_graham” 

which are the topic of the present session. To compile each of these new executables, change the Build 

Target to “xxxxxxxx-static” and click on “Build”. 

Graham’s algorithm 

Graham’s algorithm aims to efficiently find the convex hull of a set of 2D points. Compared to the 

“naïve” implementation of a convex-hull search, Graham’s algorithm is (almost) two orders of 

magnitude faster. In this session, we will compare the computational times spent by a naïve convex 

hull algorithm (ch_slow) and Graham’s algorithm (ch_graham). 

1. In the file “cadcgTP6/test/convex_hull_graham/main.cc”, implement the four following 

functions: 

o void convex_hull_graham(std::vector<line> &lines, 

std::vector<npoint2> points); 

o bool not_a_right_turn(const npoint2 &a, const npoint2 &b, 

const npoint2 &c) 

o void show_points(data_container &data, const 

std::vector<npoint2> &points);  

o void show_lines(data_container &data, const 

std::vector<line> &lines); 

 convex_hull_graham implements Graham’s algorithm. It receives on entry a set of 

(unordered) points and returns by reference a set of lines figuring the convex hull. See the 

slides 33-37 and following of course CADCG_06.pdf. 

Note 1: for ordering the points, you can take advantage of the standard algorithm 

std::sort and the functor PointsCompare2D1. 

 not_a_right_turn tests for you if a candidate point in Graham’s algorithm should be 

kept or rejected. For this, it looks if the two lines a-b and b-c form a right turn or not (the 

function crossprod in nutil/npoint.h may be useful). 

 show_points and show_lines respectively add points and lines to a 

data_container object for visualization purposes. Implement these functions in order to 

be able to visualize your result (see the data_container class in file nutil/ndata.h). 

 You can compare your result to the one given by the naïve algorithm “ch_slow”. Convex 

hulls should be identical (except for one, “degenerated”, point). 

 

1 Yes, a lambda would have been more elegant here… 

http://www.cgeo.ulg.ac.be/CADCG
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2. Compare graphically the performances of the naïve algorithm “ch_slow” and your 

implementation of Graham’s algorithm “ch_graham”. To this aim, run for each algorithm the 

two convex hull tests which are already implemented. For calling these tests, simply call the 

executable with the following arguments: 

test* 10 1000 5 

Where * is 1 or 2. 

This will test the called algorithm over (pseudo) random sets of 10, 15, 20,…, 1000 points and 

generate a text file containing some statistics about its running time. 

Write a Matlab script that loads the four generated text files (use the load function) and draw 

two log-log graphics (one for each test) comparing the running performances of each algorithm 

(see presentation).  

 

Send the modified file and the results of your matlab computations before Sunday November 1, 

2020 at 23:59 at m.purnode@uliege.be in the same form than the other weeks. 
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